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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday,
November 22, 1945

16i1Thanksgiving 1945

nion Church Services
nd Football Game Will
oture Observance
re

Iasi'rows o &oases and ot,Lt dot tGetirtli'
From end to end.
Thousands of mangled and wounded in hospitals
And homes.
These, the precious price paid for our peace.
In Thanksgiving to them,
Let us shoulder our share of the cost of war
In Victory Bonds.
Francis I. Spellman
The most Rev., Archbialiop of NOW YOfi1 and
Military Vicar of the U. S. Armed fares&
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Recount Of Votes
In City Election
Asked By Losers
Peoples Ticket
Candidates Seek Ruling By
Court On Legality
Of Some Ballots

Cobb School Burns
With $30,000 Loss
Blaze Blamed On Wiring; Facilities Of
City System Offered; 200 Children
Need Classrooms, Says Superintendent
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,'KENTUCKY

Kentucky Has Backlog
To Post-War Riches
"No industry brings so much benefit to

a country as the tourist", said Leo Doran,
director of the Canadian Travel Bureau,
• who recommended to the government
of Canada recently an extentive program
for tourist activity, with press, radio, exhibitions and competitions being used during an annual campaign to acquaint people
of Canada with the value and potentialities of a well developed tourist industry.
Canada has the right idea; and Canada
already has reaped great and lasting benefits from her awareness of the great
values of making a business of attracting
visitors. In this she sets Kentucky an example it would do well to emulate . . .
and without further delay.
Mr. Doran recommends a comprehensive survey of Canada's recreational resourees, vastly improved highways, establishment of a basic national policy for
tourist industry and a return to pre-war
courtesy standards, " a tradition which
-ie.dining the war ceased to be. the watch.•
word of the industry."
The friendly relationship which exists
between the peoples of the United States
and Canada, says Mr. Doran,"was not developed through treaties or alliances but
through the travel industry."
Kentucky has been told by the United
States Travel Bureau, by motion picture
producers, by prominent men and women
in all walks of life that she has more attractiOns for tourists than any other
state, with the possible exception of Virginia. Daniel None's name is more familiar in Europe than that of George Washington, a widely known Kentuckian said
a few years ago after It tour of that con.
tinent, and My Old Kentucky Home Wad

ursclo

THE KEYBOARD WAR

It's Not All Corn
.

aircraft whose bombs will be propulsion and
the
loosed by the "cave-men" seated percharged cabins —need st
these
Dayton, Ohio — By "finger- half a world away—perhaps at dynamic, everpresent,
kb.
tip" control of planning, the something like the console of an of research by engineers
scientists at Wright
Army Air Forces are harnessing organ with a radar-screen and •
Field. ;
There are
curious comp'
science to expedite the push- radio-active stops and controls. tions.
button planes of peace and those
The Equipment Laboratory Heat Problem
that may fight what gen. H. H. ATSC was charged during war
"For
Arnold has described as the years with developing much that Haskell instance," mused
"push-button war" of the future. made America great in the air Planning, R. Collins, Chief
"it's well
His a grim picture of that and whose energies and respon- marvel
that man; in enough
a
"next war" that is painted these sibilities now have swung from pelled
plane, can fly at jet-p
days at Wright Field, home of tactical affairs to those which, an hour.
550 •
the Air Technical Service Com- in the not too distant future, that fast, But a plane trays'
say at 47,000
mand.
feet,
may even lighten the load of erates 53
C. T. B. Holliday, Chief of Mrs. Average Housewife as she friction degrees of heat thrall
with the air
the Equipment Laboratory and performs her daily tasks at of that
alone.
would penetrate
one of the armed services' bril- home.
the
in or cockpit.
liant electrical experts, paints it
And the constant quest for
The problem is
not only
this way:
higher altitudes, higher speeds find structural
• material
The next war, won't be fought and greater range for aircraft, resistant
to heat, but to
so much by air pilots as by men the further developmenL of jet dition
air
these "hot" plans"
seated in caves. We'll have pilot. less, crewless radio-controlled pilot
and passenger
comfort.
By Paul B. Mason

(Associated Prree Features)
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heard by visitors from American sung
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atop the Swiss Alps.
YOu %AI 114
44M1
Song, story and legend about Kentucky
9werisr t4A0 44
1414 031.1111-Y,
have made this state famous around the
world and probably more persons yearn
to visit us than to go anywhere else.
This is our backlog of riches . . . from
the tourist business, riches we have but
to reach for in order to know a fuller and
more abundant life throughout the commonwealth.
And now is the time for us to awaken
to this fact and to do the needful; for the
volume of tourist business which undoubtedly will develop next year will be by far
the greatest in history and to fail to attract Kentucky's fair share will be to rob
ourselves.
There is more sentiment throughout the
State for properly publicizing Kentucky
than ever existed heretofore. There is
also leadership in this cause, eminattng
By G. M. P.
primarily from the Department of Conservation at,Frankfort but backed by mose,, Found out why one of
my
Secretary of the
Treasury
prominent leaders in civic and business lady friends went to the Book- Fred M. Vinson, one of Kenlife than most states had enlisted when lovers Club meeting last week tucky's greatest living sons, has
they began their highly successful efforts ... She was sure there was go- this to say about the importance
ing to be a very superior cocoa- of the Victory Loan, now under
to attract visitors.
nut cake.
way: "Inflation is the orge that
Let us, down in western Kentucky
takes the power, the value out
•
where a new tourist attritction of major
of your hard-earned money.
More
importance has been given us via the should persons in Princeton There is one very bad thing
be interested, and proTVA, join any and all movements, lend bably are, in the
schools than about fighting this ogre: you
ourselves enthusiastically to every pro- in anything else, with the ex- have to beat him every round. It
woud be pathetic if, after beatgram which will advance Kentucky's at- ception of the churches.
ing him every round all through
tractions at home and abroad.
•
the war, we should now lose the
So we are happy to begin
For this community, proper publicizing
last round and the fight.
of Kentucky's attractions, with emphasis publication of a Butler High
•
upon Kentucky Lake and the TVA dam, News column, to appear each Any girl who
can put on slacks,
week
will bring more cash benefits than any Deen we're told, with Dottie back up to a mirror and take a
and Bob Taylor, reporters. good look
over her shoulder....
new industry Princeton could hope to at- Sometimes The Leader
covers and then go out with the britches
tract,
the school news pretty well. on has (a)
a slim
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Pennynle Postscripts

but every week, we miss num- bum eyesight.
erous activities of the student
body reports on which will make
interesting reading for many.
Watch for th4 column regularly
in The Leader.

Last Year's Sunshine Won't
Ripen This Year's Crops
Ientucky has everything! Including
the grandest people on the face of the
earth. And yet, Kentucky does not hold
the eminent position it once proudly had
in industry.
Too many Kentucky youths have gone
out to enrich other states and other lands.
We have been losing our greatest asset of
all—our boys and girls.
Ohio and Virginia are noted as "The
Mother of Presidents." Kentucky is famed
as "The Mother of Governors." More Kentucky young men have moved to other
states and become such leaders that they
have been elected Governor of their adopted commonwealth than those from any
other state in the Union. That, of course,
is a source of great pride—that we produce that kind of manhood. Yet, at the
same time, isn't it a cause for searching
self-analysis: what is wrong with Kentucky that we are offering such meagre opportunities here at home that the cream
of our youth are seeking their fame and
fortune elsewhere?
A paramount Kentucky need is a greater University. Too long has our institu-

Thursda , November
22, 19

figure or (b)

The
Guidepost

•
By W. G. ROGERS
don't like spinach,
MOLDERS OF OPINION, edited by
David Bulman (Bruce; $1.75).
That's bad but true;
The columnists, arbiters of our
If I did like spinach,
morals, politics and economics,
Know what I'd do?
are investigated here.
I'd find, most likely,
Thirteen men and one woman:
I couldn't eat enough,
Mallon, Heatter, Lippmann, LewAnd that would be awful
is, Welles, Pegler, Kaltenborn,
'Cause I hate the stuff.
Swing, Pearson, Lawrence, Ken(Reflections of Ralph, in Car- nedy, Winchell,
Sokolsky . and
rollton News-Democrat)
Dorothy Thompson are taken apart to see what has made them
•
Mayfield had to send off and click.
borrow a chlorinator last week, The short chapters
devoted to
to make the city water there each were written by 11 differsuitable for drinking. Princeton, ent persons
described as "for
whose water supply leaves much ,the most, part outstanding jourto be desired in the matter of nalists." Some of the authors
cleanliness, has had a chlorina- confine themselves strictly to the
tor functioning in its plant for facts and refrain from passing
some time, making the water judgment. Others are as vitriolic
safe, if not very palatable, to as the columnists on whose vitdrink.
riol they allege they choke.
Here's a sample of opinions:
•
From early season games, it Dorothy Thompson's fault is
appears this section has two bet- "philosophical haziness;" Pegler
ter than average basketball has "by far the largest intelliteams ...Fredonia i s Yellow gent following among the colJackets and the Kuttawa Lions. umnists;" Swing suffers from "a
Popularity of this game grows surprising immaturity."
One writer has no criticism of
rapidly and last year's Butler
Lippmann's desire for a U. S.team did pretty well.
USSR understanding; another
•
Efforts are again being made agrees emphatically with Sokolto perfect an organization here sky that capitalism and Commuwhich will be reesponsible for nism can never get along togetHere is one problem that may have been a campaign for a new hospital. her in one world. Welles, the
blue blood, is praised, while Winsolved. It gives the promise of having Delay has not been due to any cell is scathingly accused
of
decrease of interest, proponents
been met. Yet progress is accumulative. believe, but
only a sixth-grade education.
because consideraThe obligations to complete the school tion was necessary in choosing Any one of these may be true
but there's no single point of
program, too; to develop conservation ac- representatives of the sponsor- view from which they're all
ing organizations and in obtaintrue. If this is a book needing
tivities and build airports, of course, re- ing acceptances of
those selected. to be written, it needed
to be
mains. A stronger obligation than ever
•
done in some other way, on some
Lee Smith, personable and general standard.
now is faced to see that other necessary
There are as
well posted school book man, many
activities do not suffer.
personal opinions as there
was a visitor here last weekend are writers.
This is "philosophiEventually these roads, we hope and
and, in a conversation with Pen- cal haziness" and
"immaturity;"
believe, will bring such progress and add nyriler, praised
the fine court- this is the kettle calling the potso greatly to the state's income that many house and improved
appearance boiler black.
other things will be available.
of the business district since his
last
visit. By several yardsticks,
The absentee voters amendment became
partly a moot question insofar as immed- Princeton is an attractive town
iate necessity is concerned due to the end to visitors... friendliness of our
people
of the war, but the obsolete restrictions these. being not the least of

tion of higher learning been on the back
seat among the great universities of our
country. It is already a great school—but
is should be a much greater school. No
state can be a great state without a great
state university—where the poorest child
of the commonwealth may, if he has the
ability, obtain as good an education in
higher learning and the professions, as
the richest child of the state.
We are the captain of our destiny. We
have a great tradition. But the past glory
of Kentucky will no more make us prosperous and happy in the years to come
than last year's sunshine will ripen this
year's corn crop.
Kentucky can practically lift herself by
her bootstraps—if she wants to. All we
have to do, to make this the greatest state
in the union, is to use a little ingenuity
in developing and using right here within
our borders, the great resources with
which the Almighty has bountifully blessed us.
(Excerpts from a feature article in the
Kentucky Jaycee magazine for November,
by Colonel Joe T. Lovett)

we

KEEPING A WARTIME PROMISE

as

SETS A RECORD
CN-1 is an Illinois Central freight train
...one of a great fleet of fast, scheduled
carriers operating in 14 Mid-American
states.
CN-1 is now rolling on anew,recordbreaking schedule—providing shippers
the fastest scheduled carload freight
service ever offered from Great Lakes
to Gulf, A northbound companion train
—NC-2—makes the same fast run from
New Orleans to Chicago.
Many other Illinois Central carload
and merchandise freight trains are now
operating on new,faster postwar schedules. These faster schedules are a major
step toward fulfilling the Illinois
Central's promise of finer postwar transportation. Other advances will follow
as swiftly as improved materials, equipment and operating methods can be
put into use.
W. A. Johnston
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The Road Amendment
The passage of the Good Roads amendment to the Constitution of Kentucky offers the promise of a roadbuilding program in the next three or four years
that is without parallel in the history of
of the state. With federal funds available
there is the prospect of $54,000,000 worth
of construction iu a completed, comprehensive, all-embracing program of public
highways. There will be a chance that the
through roads of the state will be construoted from border to border. For
the first time rural roads are included in
the federal aid program and the state,
where almost half of the farms are not
now reached by roads, will have a chance
to take these rural sections out of the
mud.
This is, as The Herald has viewed it,
Kentucky's Postwar Problem Number 1,
and it has been met fearlessly and with
honest intention and the highest of purposes.
A great responsibility rests upon all
charged with authority through public office and all interested in the road-building
program,

Parra electrification promises to be one
of the major developments in the framed,
late postwar era. Within three years, it is
predicted, light and irower will be available to 80 to 85 per cent of the nation's.
farms. Facilities will be open to approxi. ately 2,300,000 rural places which
• itherto had no electricity.
Both the private Utilities and the rural
electrification administraton are planning
extensive installationh involving the expenditure of hundreds of millions of del-

against voting by-absentees have been removed. This gives great hope, as does the
passage of the road amendment, that the
antagonism toward constitutional revision
is vanishing and that the people of the
eommonvvealth, progressive and determined, intend to strike aside barriers and obstacles to the state's advancement. (Lexington Herald)

largi
'rhrit ileiv's is significiant to small towns
of Anierica, their business men and weekly publishers.
Not only does it mean that farm families will be relieved of much present-day
inconvenience and drudgery, but that vast
sums of money will be spent on electrical
6quipment, plumbing installations, ranges,
refrigerators, radios, deep-freeze units,
lighting fixtures and household appliances.
—Publishers Auxiliary
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Ration News
Service

•
Buddy Walker, who broke into the newspaper business as a
(Clip and keep handy for
boy in Prineeton and worked for daily reference and shopping
The Leader as a printer when
aid.)
Pennyriler first owned the paper, moved up to the daily field
last Friday *hen he went from
MEATS, FATS. ETC.
the Union County Advocate to
the Henderson Gleaner. Buddy
F1 through K1
yielded his job at Morganfield good through November 30.
to a returned Army sergeant Li through Q1 good througk
and old employe of the Advocate -December 31. RI through VI
and immediately found demand good through January 31.
for his services on the Leigh
Harris paper, where Hs willingSVGAR
ness to work and his alert mind
will bring him fresh experiences
Sugar stamp 30'valid thrand,a wider opportunity for ad- ough Dec, 31, Good for 6 lbs.
vancement. Good luck, Buddy,
(Be sure to put- your name
from Princeton.
and number on canning sugar
coupon.)
•
The University of Kentucky
Watch for this ration news
furnished the equivalent of one
full division to the armed forces bulletin every week in this
in W II, with more than 7,000 paper. Published to aid our
graduates in the services and customers and all food buyers
more than 13,000 others trained on in Princeton as a friendly
the campus for special duties. helpful service by
UK has 24 gold stars now in its
service flag. Now that the war
is over, the University needs the
People's Service Store
active support of all alumni and
Joe McMican, Prop,
friends In an effort to obtain a
larger appropriation from the
Legislature....to meet the greatest demands upon it in history.

a
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WHAS' Agricultural Activities
FRANK H. COOLEY,tall, lanky Kansan, is
carrying on WHAM'typical
personalized farm activities designed to do
everything possible for
the advancement of agriculture in the
broad WHAS listening area.
No -fancy ballyhoo, but a consistent, day-by-day co-operation with
farmers, dairymen, stockmen, anyone with an agricultural problem.
Cooley travels to every nook and corner of Kentuckians promoting
,
every movement for the betterment of life on
the farm. He goes to
and reports on the livestock conventions,
breeders' sales, livestock and crop-improvemen farm fairs, purebredlike.
To
t meeting@ and the
keep you informed he works closely with National,
Co,"
and
State
farm agencies, seasoning his gleanings with
'his own broad farm
experience.
Cooley, recently discharged from the Army, is no studio farmer. He
was horn and reared on a farm in northeastern
Kansas, where one
of his many projects was• dairy farm
with a maximum of 90 head
of cattle, A graduate of Kansas State College
taught vocational agriculture in Kansas high of Agriculture, he has
schools in addition to
holding night classes for adult farmers.
Every morning at 10 minutes to 7 Frank is at the
WHAS microphone
giving farm news, market reports and agricultural
information. Several times each week he is heard on another
WHAM
farm program,
"Kentuckians Almanac," and he's likely to
pop into many daytime
programs when be has some farm news to give
you.

,r-WHAii,
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Ky. Farm News

By J. F. Graham
"Committee for Kentucky'
formed less than a year ago
•mble as Many facts as
of Kentucble on problems
believing that if the people
the facts, they
e State know
demand solutions.
la a committee of citizens
organizations devoting their
with no hope of personal
whose only objective is the
are of Kentucky. There are
resent 56 State-wide organwith memberships of
ximately 350,000, actively
ding the "Committee for
te
eucky0"1,1
imittee proposes to
out what is wrong with
JAPS ASK AMERICA FOR FOOD—Delegation cif the People's Starvation
Assembly marches
ucky by having each probstudied thoroughly by an ex- past the Imperial Hotel, Tokyo, enroute to the home of the Japanese Premier to present a
in each partieglar field. petition asking that Gen. MacArthur suggest to President Truman' that the U. S. send 4,000,000
experts will rePort the 'tons of food to Japan: The petition provides that donations of jewels and heirlooms to the governto the people. The commit- ment by the wealthier Japanese be used to pay for the supplies. (AP Wirephoto)
feels if we all face frankly
honestly the unpleasant facts
11 as the pleasant ones deby these studies, this
The choice of breed is relativeNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
ledge will ultimately bring
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost ly unimportant, says Lynn Copea bigger and better Ken- 40
years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- land in a Kentucky College of
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
tucky being primarily an feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, Agriculture leaflet on selection,
feeding and
management of
tural state, with 45 per- shortly after the turn of the century. wrote them.
Princeton, Ky. August 9, 1929. Sallie Powell Catlett motored dairy bulls.
of her people living on
and 80 percent of her peo- Mr. Winfred Butler left Sun- to Paducah for 'a day recently, "However,' he continues, "there
looking to farming or to bus- day for Camp Knox Military a pleasant feature being a temp-. is usually some advantage in
with farm people as their Training School. He will be ab- ting luncheon at the new.Irvin choosing a breed that is numer:
means of support, the agri- sent from Princeton for several S. Cobb Hotel. The trip was ous in the community. There are
both good and poor animals in
al report is the first to be weeks before returning to tell of made in Mrs. Kelly's car.
every dairy breed, and every
ted to the people of. Ken- his experiences in the army
breed has some advantages and
by the "Committee for camp. We wish him good luck
Princeton, Ky. August 23, 1929. disadvantages. Personal prefercky".
and cool weather for his drilling Emmett Jackson is here from ence is important.
few copies of this report has period.
Earl Ark., on a visit to home
"In any case, if you are breedreleased and I am advised
folk. He has been connected ing grade cattle, choose one
be available for general dis- A Princeton, Ky. August 9, 1929. with a large business establishbreed and stick to it. A succestion soon. I have had the The motor party consisting of ment at Earl the
past several sion of two or three dairy
ege of reading the report Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor,
daugh- months as bookkeeper.
bulls, all of the same breed,
recommend it to you. Here
ter Mattie Grace, Mrs. 0. M.
will change a nondescript herd
the
facts
brought
some of
Schultz, Misses Martha and „ Princeton, Ky. August, 27, 1929. into a unifurm herd of dairy
in this report.
Mildred Stegar which left last Mr. and Mrs Stegar Dollar, cattle."
percent of Kentucky farm
week for a tour of the north daughters, Adair and Evelyn
and east returned Wednesday Polk, and Mr. George Eldred
St. Demetrius is the patron
afternoon.
who have been on a vacation saint of the Greek city of Salontrip to the Eldred summer lodge ika.
•./
Princeton, Ky. August 2, 1929. on St. Joseph's Island, Canada,
Smith Broadbent, Jr., of Wal- returned recently reporting a
Walnut Sales Big
Ionia, has been the pleasant delightful time.
ulsion relieves promptly be- guest of William Clinton HayIn Monroe County
e goes right to the seat of the don this week. Smith is the
Princeton, Ky. August 30, 1929.
Monroe county farmers have
to help loosen and expel
laden phlegm, and aid nature young baseball twirler frequently Prof. Eugene Jones, of Louisville been selling 225,000 pounds of
tender,
ine and heal raw,
mentioned of late in these Manual Training
School, is hulled walnuts daily and some
bronchial
Tell your druggist to sell yen columns.
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. of them have found walnuts alof Creomuledon with the unWylie Jones, south of the city. most as valuable as small tog you must like the way It'
Princeton, Ky. August 23, 1929. He will spend several days be- bacco crops,
allays the cough or you are
according
to
re your money back.
Mrs. Guy Stevens and son, Guy,
County Agent Justus Ellis.
fore returning to Louisville.
Jr., Mrs. Powell Catlett and
Paul Hughes .told Ellis he
ChestColds,Bronchial daughter Dorothy Dee; Mrs. , Princeton, Ky. September 10, sold $111 worth of hulled nuts
Frances Eldred Kelley and•Mrs.
week. Mrs
Arthur
1929. Miss Elenore Raker, popu in one
homes have inconvenient sourAs tar Baiter High instructor has Green hulleed and sold $24
recently returned from a trip to worth in one day, and Vitas
of water.
84 percent of Kentucky farms the Old World. Included in her Murphy reeceived $17 for nuts
from one tree. Farmers in two
had no telephone service in 1940. trip was a visit to Africa.
neighborhood reported selling
75 percent of Kentucky farms
do not have centri station elecGeoffery Chaucer, author of 150,000 pounds of hulled nuts,
tric service.
the "Canterbury Tales," died in with large quantities still to
be hulleed.
50 percent of 'Kentucky farm 1400.
lands need soil improvement.
50 percent of Kentucky tenant
farmers rent the same farms for
less than 2 years.
42 percent of Kentucky farms
are not reached by improved
roads.
40 percent of Kentucky farm
homes needed major repairs in
1940.
40 percent of Kentucky land
needs forestry development.
12 percent of Kentucky farms
(27,000) are too small to afford
more than a meager living.
Get a copy of this report and
read it, then read a copy of a
proposed "Program of Action for
Agriculture" as soon as the Corn-

News From The Past'sBcreedT;ohlIste

Tobacco. Improved

Lester Campbell of Owsley
county says his new nine-acre
tobacco barn with side and roof
ventilation, cured the best tobacco he has ever produced.
Jefferson
Homemakers
in
county assisted In canning 614
quarts of pears for 'UNRA.
Theodore Shubert of Robertson county, who raised 3,100
broilers this year, is constructing
a feed and hatchery building.
Schuermeier Bros. of Carroll
county reported a yield of 16
tons of tomatoes on one and a
tenth acres.
Farmers in Grant county who
grew Kentucky 41A and Ky. 16
tobacco, report high satisfaction.
Early seeding of balbo rye and
other small grains in Graves
county have made good growth
and are now being pastured.
Seventy-five farmers in Grayson county contoured 1,341 acres
last year.
The first seeding of Ky. 31
Fescue grass has been made in
Hancock county by three farmers
who sowed 150 pounds.
The Newton
Homemakers'
Club of Scott county is helping
the Newton school start a school

Reports from Grayson county
indicate that many farmers
are adopting better methpds of
of tobacco production. Four
hundrearr and forty-sevea farmers used root-rot resistant
seed;: 213 used bluestone-lime
spray on: plant beds; 193 used
more than: 1,000 pounds of fertilizer per acre; 2664 primed
their crow and 153 speared
tobacco for the first tune.
Farm.Agent lt.. T. Faulkner also
notes that. 1.45 hand setters and
lunch program.
More than 6,000 acres in
Carlisle county have been seeded
to-small grains this fall.
In Taylor county, 4-H'ers sent
112 calves'tee the fat cattle show
and sale in Louisville.
High prices of poultry feed
have resulted in more home canning than usual of
poultry
meat in Jackson county.
Approximately 1793 tons of
limestone and 600 tons of phosphate have been sold to Elliott
county farmers this year.
It is estimated that between
500 and 600 tobacco beds in.
Adair county have been ti'eated
with cyanamid theft- fall,

farmer. We
where one
of 90 head
turn, he has
addition to

"Let us stop and give Thanks for the Blessings
bestowed upon the people of America — The
Land of the Free!"

J. M. McALISTER, Kentucky Manager

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPIONE AID TELEORAPI COMPANY
emcostromairos

,Pepsi-Cele Conywng,Lee. blend CitA.M.T.'
Pseaskikusi Bottler: Pepsi Cola Bopkinsville Bottling Company
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ANNE BR
COMEDY —"YOU WERE NEVER UGLIER"

PLEASE NOTE SHOW SCH

U E FOR FRIDAY
2:30 PItt

Opens
Prologue Of Shorts
Feature Starts

SPORTS — "TROLL/NG FOR STRIKES"

7:00 P.M.
NO.. 10 —"PURPLE MONSTER STRIKES"

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY, NOV. 25.26-27
BRING YOUR HEART MINS TO GLORIOUS ADVENTURE!

Where music
Mk the air with
the great new hit
tunes of Rodgers
and Hammerstein,
gave you

who

"Oklahoma" and"Carousel."

„or in.

ion with
al problem.
promoting
Re goes to
bred breedthe like. To
and County
broad farm

While a few birds have become
extinct and many have dwindled
seven machine
setters
were in numbers since the discovery
purchased, 12 new barns were of America, still others have
built and 51 were remodeled.
greatly increased

no.

ALLEN LANE

MUCOUS MOM.*

Customers are people. And the Telephone Company has
always considered customers in that light—as individuals, like the men and women who make up our own
company.
This friendly feeling, we are happy to uy, is reflected
in the progress that Kentucky and the Telephone Company made together through the years. It is this same
kind of partnership that makes the future sparkle with
promise.
Like Kentucky, the Telephone Company is buckling
down to its postwar tasks. For the 3,326 men and
women of the Telephone Company in this state, it moans
the greatest expansion program in our history in
Kentucky. It's a full and complete program, designed
to meet the state's industrial and agricultural needs of
the future. It means the expenditure of millions a
dollars in Kentucky.
Specifically, the program will provide telephones for
all who have been waiting for them. This is one of our
first jobs! A greatly expanded telephone program for
our farmer friends is also in process. Expansion of long
distance service is being scheduled too. /t will include
the installation of coaxial cables to handle more calls
with speed and convenience for you, and provide more
facilities for that exciting visual art—television. A mass
of construction is to be done and a new service to motor
vehicles is also in the offing.
Here's a program of achievement, to be worked out
together by Kentucky and the Telephone Company as
they have worked out their attainments of the past. By
mutual understanding and cooperation, Kentucky and the
Telephone Company will grow greater than ever.
It's a big program that shall become a reality as fast as
materials become available—a reality to be translated
Into prosperitr.and payrolls for the people of Kentucky.
For a business is like an individual. If he fares well, his
community fares well with him. And that Is the way it
should be, among friends.

Four double-deck carloads of
Montana Hampshire-cross ewe
lambs have been received by
Mencer county farmers. Banks
Hudson received 6640, William
Veatch, 300, and Robert Moore,

Hudson is planning to feed
his lambs for March and April
them to weigh 100 pounds or
more, and, Veatch and Moore
will run theirs over for shearing next spring and then sell
them for breeding.
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Most birds, •constantly active
and sleeping little, burn themselves out in a few years.
The principal families of plants
are distrihuted worldwide.
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Present were Mesdames W. B.
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The splendid endorsement accorded me by
of Caldwell County at the General
voters
the
Election, November 6, in my candidacy for reelection as County Court Clerk is gratefully acknowledged. I also desire to express my appreciation of the honorable manner in which my
opponent in the election, Mrs. Gladys Oates,
conducted her campaign and to recognize the
right and privilege of all who cast their votes
for her, and for whom I harbour only the kindliest feeling.
I shall strive to continue serving all the people with courtesy and with the highest efficiency
that my ability may permit.
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Mrs. Ethel French and daughter, Janet, spent last week-end
in Lexington with Anna French,
student at Transylvania College.
• • •
.J
Mr. and Mrs. hl Stevens,
Chicago, spent 'last week-end
here with relatives.
• • •
Miss Mary Nell Farmer, student at Blue Mountain College,
Blue Mountain, Miss., is spending
the Thanksgiving holidays with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Farmer, Franklin street.
• • •
Mrs. Beverly Woods Smith
and children, Leon Ann, Loyd,
Jr., and Lester of Oklahoma City,
Okla., - are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lester, E.
Martet street.
• • •
C. R. Davis, New Castle, Ind.,
and son, First Lieut. James B.
Davis, Army Air Corps, spent
last week-end here with rela7es.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Reg. Lowery have
returned here to reside at 408 S.
Jefferson street. Mr. Lowery was
recently discharged from the
USMC, at El Centro, Calif. Mrs.
Lowery, the former Robbie Lou
This picture of Eva Braun is from her album,
Hobgood, was with him in HITLER'S EVA —
Eva and Hitler
found Nov. 15 by American intelligence officers.
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French, Edna Jarvis,.! Clifton serious illness of his father,
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The Leader
Congratulates

On account of today (Thursday), our regular day to close, we will serve our Thanksgiving
Turkey Dinner Sunday, November 25.
This dinner, with all the trimmings will be
the same old price —

10 98

Ifatrick

Snug-waisted and warm, with
billowing 74-inch skirt! 12-20

give thanks for
"This is the Thanksgiving on which we can
for which
Victory — To pray for everlasting Peace that the cause
Thanksgiving
so many died shall not have been in vain. Yes, this
we have much'to be thankful for."

Luxurious Dresser Set

lovely Rayon Gown

Transparent
trim.
tinted flowerlucite'

White, blue, maize $4
or tea rose. 32-40.

$3 98

98

Flower-Pretty Slip

$3 98

Crepe or rayon satin, lace trim. 32-40.

at the Ogden MeThanksgiving service will be conducted
Wilmoth delivering the
morial Church, with the Rev. Donal G.
's;ddress, at 10 o'clock this morning.
Siren sorcery

exciting, enticing!

A head.spinning scent that goes

straight to the heart,
e it decidedlyraw!

never to he forgotten. That'sWicked...mak
2 FL. OZ. $1Z

DARE, LOVERS' KNOT
Alto by Kay Darollt—ON LEAVE. DOUBLE

Handsome Pouch Style
Crafted of all alligator grain leathTax included
er!

Natural Pigtex Gloves

Glamorous Headscarf

Three - button
length with cord

Rayon shantung si no
with hand-screen
.70

trim. 8-8.

florals.
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Mesdames W. H.
Beck, J.
Hollingsworth, John Milk
ville Road 31 poles from a triple
In The District Court Of dogwood and white oak, corner
Eddy Crek, 2:00 p.m. ThursTichenor, Alvin Lisanby,
EDDYV1LLE ROAD
day, November 29, place to be
to original purvey; thence north
Hobgood, M. U. Lamb, L.
The United States For
C.
HomeRoad
•
announced.
The Eddyville
east 158 poles to a white oak;
man, Henry Sevison,
The Western District Of 34
Arch
Hopkinsville Road, 2:30 p.m. makers met Friday afternoon at tin, W. L.
thence south 8c east 79 poles to
Beck, Bennie
Friday, November 30, Mrs. W.
Kentucky, Paducah Divi- a stone; thence south 85% west
the home of Mrs. Dennfe Cash. visitors Royster Scott, Earl
hostess.
Armstrong,
D.
west
the
on
stake
sion, Civil Action No. 241 142 poles to a
The club chairman, Mrs. Alvin ent, Wilson Parent, and j
side of said road; thence with
conveyed to W. H. Crider by W. Lisanby, had charge. Eleven Cash.
Paul J. Bertelsen, Plaintiff, said road on the west side north
and
P. Sherrell, a single man, by Members answered roll call
NOTICE OF SALE 26 east 6 poles, north 24 west 2.8
VS:
To protect telephone
were present.
visitors
five
and
deed dated 10th day of October,
poles, north 3% east 8 poles,
A lesson on altei ing patterns batteries from the hot }:
W. H. Crider and
Book
Deed
in
recorded
north 30 west 41 poles to the
and
1941,
in
climate
New
Lisman
C.
L.
Mrs.
by
given
was
Guinea, me
Johnnie Mae Crider, et al., beginning, containing 75 acres,
71, Page 274, including the right,
and Mrs. K. P. Hobood. Mrs. of the Signal Corps built
title and interest therein of the
Defendants. more or less,
ground
refrigerator units.
Henry Sevison gave the Itinor
Beginning at a stake near the
plaintiff, Paul J. Bertelsen and
project, a talk on Central Ameri"okeee4Itarke4
"'
the
on
A
Letter
at
shown
spring
through
by,
claiming
all
persons
and
By virtue of a judgment
can countries. The thought for Now Many Wear
or under him, including Marorder of sale rendered by the plat filed in the suit of R. A.
the month, "The Harvest Song,"
Caldwell
the
in
others
and
garet N. Bertelsen, Horace E.
United States District Court for Dunn
was read by Mrs. Alvin Lisanby.
Hildreth, Trustee, Ray Henry,
the Western District of Kentuc- County Court; thence north 86%
With More Corn
Mrs. Arch Martin led games anil
Trustee, and Midland Minerals
ky, on the 7th day of May, 1945, east 57 poles to a hickory sapTAISTEETH. a pleasant toksum
contests. The club adjourned to acid)
powder, bolds false teeth
in the above cause, I will pro- ling in Coleman's now E. Young's
Corporation, and also including
To eat and talk In
meet with Mrs. J. W. Hollings- firmly.
tort. just sprinkle a little more
tty
ceed to offer for sale at the Mining Company's line; corner
the right, title and interest of
Nrs. Alvin Lisanby on your plates. No gumnlY, FAST
and
worth
a
with
thence
Two;
to
No.
lot
Courthouse Door in Princeton,
the defendant, W. H. Crider and
taste or feeling. Check. plate
In December.
(denture bre•th). (let FASTIEET
Kentucky, to the highest and line of same, north 64 poles to
Johnnie Mae drider, or a suffiany drug store.
to
served
were
Refreshments
the
on
to the public is the cient amount of the land herein
best bidder at public auction, on seven sycamore bushes
FIRST OF THE GENERAL MOTORS CARS FOR 1946 - to be announced
Monday, the 17th day oecem- branch; thence down same north brilliantly styled new Oldsmobile, illustrated here. Oldsmobile's latest creation incorporates a described to produce the sum
ber, 1945, between the hours of 84 west 3 poles, north 69 west long list of new features and advancements resulting in improved appearance, performance of Thirty Six Thousand SevenGeneral Moters Hydra-Matic ty-nine Dollars and Sixty-seven
10:00 A. M. and 12:00 Noon, (be- 34 poles to the fork of the
and driving ease. One of the most important of these is the new
ing Caldwell County Court Day) branch; thence up the other
speeds and totally elimini- cents ($38,079.67) with interest
forward
four
through
shifting
automatic
fully
affords
which
south 24 west 6 poles, Drive,
the following
. described lands
. and. branch
thereon at the rate of six per
4 nates the clutch pedal.
1
-19- cast 12 poles, south 34/
South
premises, to-wit:
cent . per annum from the 7th
by
owned
is
property
which
Beginning at a stake on the west 12 poles, south 7 west 12 497, Caldwell County Court points in the property line be- on
bounded as day of May, 1945, to the date
... A future of security, arid have his plans corn
west bank of Donaldson Creek, poles, south 15% east 8 poles, Clerk's Office. The description of tween said party of the first part Ford Hunter, and
follows: Beginning at a stone of the sale, and the cost of this
above and near the spring, thence south 33 west 20 poles, south 4
Dunning, which
DeMpsey
follows:
and
as
being
exception
made
be
sale
will
Said
said
corner to J. E. Brasher, thence action.
true -A Life Insurance contract will go for i
South 87 west 22 poles to a poles south 40 west so as to inA certain tract of land lying said property line passes through South with the Dycusburg 'Road for cash in hand.
stake; thence south 78 west 75% clude the spring 17 poles to the
County, Station 118/02 in the center line 100 feet, thence East 100 feet to
The property herein described
making plans come true.
poles to a stake; then north 70% beginning, and containing 15 and being in Caldwell
Kentucky, and being a portion of said survey, the said two I. C. R. R. Right of Way, thence will be sold separately as to
west 50 poles and three feet to acres, more or less.
Beginning at a fence post at of the same tract of land con- points being intersections of the North with said R. R. right of each tract, and then as a whole,
a stake; thence north 14% east
corner of fence, thence N. veyed to E. M. Drummond by boundary lines of the right of way 100 feet to J. E. Brasher's and the bid or bids producing
the
Doddsin
stake
a
to
poles
115
W. 34% poles to a large Princeton Lead & Zinc Company, way herein conveyed with the line, thence West 100 feet with the most money will be accept70-9/10
same
with
Calvert line; thence
date of last named property line in this rasher's line to the beginning, ed.
north 83 east 75% poles to a white oak in the edge of field Inc., by deed bearing
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
1925, description as shown by plans on the public road right of way. It
Witness my hand this the 16th
stump; thence south 83% east 7 on hill,* thence N. 29% W. 17 15th day of September,
Deed file at the office of the State is further understood that this day of November, 1945.
poles and 3 feet with an agreed Poles and 5 feet to a white oak which is duly recorded in
in the Highway Department, Frankfort, deed covers the land or lot ownPHONE 81
III W. Market St.
THOMAS C. COCHRAN,
PRINCETON, Ky.
line to a stake in fence; thence stump at old road, thence with Book No. 55, at page 187,
Clerk Kentucky.
ed by first parties that lies beSpecial Commissioner,
with the fence south 52.86 east an agreed line this day made S. office of the County Court
A certain tract, piece or par- tween the public road right of
United States District Court.
42-1/5 poles to a fence post; 83% E. 7 poles and 3 feet to a of Caldwell County, Kentucky.
Descent, D. cel of land, lying and being in way on West, and the I. C. R. R.
thence another agreed line with stake in rail fence, thence fol- See also Affidavit of
more Caldwell County, Kentucky, near right of way on East and Ford
fence south 85.4 east 10% poles lowing nearly same S. 52.88 E. B. No. 62, page 127, and
as Fredonia, bounded and described Hunter's lot on South, and lot
to center of creek; thence up passing another agreed corner to fully bounded and described
thusly: On the North by the recently purchased by second
and with the center of same and the tract exchanged for this at follows:
Beginning at two points in the lands of R. E. Crook and W. P. party from J. E. Brasher on
4 poles, in all 42-1/5 poles to
/
with its meanders south 9.4 west 333
property line between said party Sherrell; on the South by the North and no more or less, re10% poles, south 66 east 12 poles, the beginning.
The above four tracts being of the first part and Emerson lands of`Pratt McNeely and a gardless of said feet set out asouth 56% west 5 pates, south
33.4 east 14% poles, south 20.86 the same conveyed to W. H. Cri- Williamson, which said property lane; on the West by the lands bove. Being the same property
4 east der, by deed from Carrie M. line passes through Station 103- of Livingston Grave Yard; and conveyed to W. H. Crider by W.
/
west 22.4 poles, south 361
4 Drummond, and others, dated 75, the center line of survey on the East by the lands of R. E. I. Tabor and wife, by deed dat/
7 poles, south 31% west 213
of December 10, 1942, and recorded made by the State Highway De- Crook; containing four acres, ed May 15, 1934, and recorded
center
the
in
stake
a
poles to
be- more or less. Being the same in Deed Book 5, page 331, Critcreek; thence with the original in Deed Book 72, page 419, Cald- partment, the said two points
channel south Ya west 5-4/5 well County Court Clerk's Of- ing intersections of the boundary land conveyed W. H. Crider by tenden County Court Clerk's Oflines of the right of way herein Senator Mining Company, by fice.
poles; thence south 56 west 4-1/5 fice.
There is excepted from and granted with the property line deed dated 15th day of DecemA certain tract or parcel of
poles to a stake in center of road
de- ber 1942, and recorded in Deed land in Crittenden County, Kenat one foot from east end of not included or conveyed by this first above stipulated in this
4 west instrument such a right, title or scription; running thence in a Book 72, page 425, Caldwell tucky, on the waters of Dry Fork
/
branch; thence south 311
30 feet from County Court Clerk's Office.
of Livingston Creek, and lying
4 poles to the beginning, con- interest in and to the land con- Northerly direction
/
111
A certain tract or parcel of west of Illinois Central Depot at
taining 107-1/8 acres, more or veyed to the Commonwealth of and parallel with the center line
Kentucky, through its State of said survey, and on both sides land lying and being in Critten- Mexico, Kentucky, and bounded
less.
All Mineral rights in and to Highway Commission, by Carrie thereof, equally distant there- den County, Kentucky, and on as follows: Beginning at a stone
pro- the West side of the Illinois on the East side of Public Road,
the following tract of land: Be- M. Drummond, and others, by from, in and through the
ginning at a stake on the west deed dated December 2, 1930, and perty of the party of the first Central Depot, and East of the thence one hundred and thirty
side of the Princeton-Farmers- recorded in Deed Book 62, page part to two similarly located Mexico, Kentucky, Post Office five feet with said road in a
Southern direction to a stone,
corner to W. I. Tabor, thence
East with Tabor's line to the I.
C. R. R. right of way, thence
North with said I. C. R. R. right
of way one hundred and thirtyfive feet to a stone, thence West
with R. C. McMaster's line to
the beginning. Being the same
property conveyed to W. H. Crider by J. E. Brasher and wife,
by deed dated May 5, 1934, and
recorded in Deed Book 59, page
, 270, Crittenden County Court
I Clerk's Office.
Also the fee, both surface and
mineral, in and to the following
described piece or parcel of land
Limit 3 to
lying and being in Caldwell
a customer
County, Kentucky, on the waters of Sinking Fork of Livingston Creek, near Fredonia, bounded and described as follows: Beginning at a buckeye on the Fredonia road, corner to C. T. Mc4 E.
/
Neely land; thence S. 881
4 poles to center of a branch
/
1471
The Famous
as called for in original deed,
black gum and sassafras pointers, now down, a stone marking
their location, thence N. 3 E. 3%
poles to a stone in a sink, white
oak and black gum pointer, C.
T. McNeeley's corner; thence
to a white oak, post oak pointer;
N. 78 W. 51 poles to a black oak;
same course continued 213
4 Poles
/
thence N: 72% W. 87% poles to
a stone on the south side pf the
Fredonia road; thence crossing
same S. 59 W. 15 poles to a
stone in the original line; thence
with same S. 2% E. 49 poles to
4
/
the beginning, containing 381
Come In And See It
acres, more or less.
Being the same parcel of land
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A Man Can Plan
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MEN'S

White Broadcloth Shorts
Three-button front
Sizes 30 to 40
Tie side

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO

69cucii

It's Here At Last

Blue Chambray

WORK SHIRTS
141-2

39

BENDIX AUTOMATIC

17

EACH

Home Laundry

MEN'S
1 Fills itself with water

WINTER WEIGHT

•• •

2 Washes clothes, then
3 Triple rinses, and

UNION SUITS

5 It empties itself, and
LOANS for HOME or

Ribbed Cuff
Ribbed Anklet
Sizes 36 to 46

BUILDING repairs.

$125

FINKEISIFAIR STORE

'A Where Your

.. Nave More Cents'

We
eh
of

4 Damp dries them, then

18 months, 12 months, and 6
mbnths repayment terms on
other loans-depending on its
type or purpose ... and SERVICE goes with them alit.

ersiale
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinker, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky

6 Cleans itself, and

oa

7 Shuts itself off
th
wi

All Automatically.

fo

Come in, talk it over, get your name on our
first-to-be served list

B. N. Lusby Co.
Princeton,

Phone 88
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

etters To The
Leader Editor

Jefferson Davis Monument 2nd Highest

November 4, 1945
• inceton Leader
• inceton, Kentucky
entlemen:
Aero
Club
The Paducah
vould like to contact some pra nization, civic or otherwise,
hat is interested in providing
rinceton with an air marker
or the convenience of private
jeers and non-scheduled opera-

In 1943 only half as. many
people died from excessive cold
as those who died from excessive
heat.
President Jackson, Lincoln
and Johnson were seld-educated.

Lack Of Immunization Is
Blamed; Health Department Urges Proper
Precautions

Thus far this year approXimately twice as many cases of
diphtheria have been reported
the
for
as (were reported
ors.
Essentially this is a sign
same period last year. Preliminary reports of death strongly
isible to passing air craft, givsuggest total deaths in 1945 will
• the name of your town, a
irectional arrow pointing north,
be about two and one-half to
three times the number recordand the latitude and longitude
ed in 1C44,, indicating, that
f Princeton in degrees and mithe disease is more fatal this
tes.
year than last.
!iv interested organization
Robert C. Rottgering,
As is characteristic of diphtheria most of the cases are
.cretary, Paducah Aero Club,
children less: than 5 years old,. RUDELY AWAKENED — aria) e up screaming," said Mrs. Ethel Geotia; sttSted on
aducah, Ky.
•
with the overwhelming major- while telling how an automobile accidentally crashed through her bedroom window,
Cordially - yours,
ity of deaths occuring among Colo. She escaped injury. (AP
irephoto)
ROBERT C. ROTTGERING,
these youg children. As is alember Air Marking Committee
The Grand Canal of Venice was
During 1944, the United States
the
ways the case in diphtheria,
roduced as much oil as the probably at one time a river
greater proportion of the cases
flowing into lagoons.
ootnote On Democracy
whole world did during 1935.
were reported during Septemsenator
Washington —(/P)— A
ber and October, with every
ecently back from South Amerevidence pointing to November
'ca reported one of his friends
kleing the highest month of
Dr. W. C. Boone Chosen
ere was puzzled over the U. S.
this year's diphtheria season.
Executive Secretary
laical system.
All available evidence points
"Tell me, Senator," he said—
to this year's increase in diph- Of Association
'Why is it that when President
Unity, acceleration and extheria being due to lack of
osevelt died the Republicans
immunization. Most cases, and pansion characterized the 108th
By
RUSSELL
DYCHE,
Director Kentucky State Parka
d not sieze power?"
all epidemics have occurred session of the General AssociaThe flabbeergasted senator,-a
Only the Washington Monument at our National Capital is higher in counties where there has been tion of Kentucky Baptists meetthan this 351 foot obelisk at the birthplace of the president of the
• mocrat—thought quickly.
amount ing at Walnut Street Baptist
at Fairview, Ky., near Hopkinsville on U. S. 88. Erected either a diminishing
guess it never occured to Confederacy
To the voters of Caldwell county who so loyally supported
Under the sponsorship of the Confederate Veterans and the United of immunization during the last church November 13-15.
said.
he
em,"
Daughters of the Confederacy, the structure was dedicated June 7, 1924 4 years, in counties where there
Dr. J. W. Black, retiring secthe General Election, Tuesday, Nov. 6th I wish to take this
in
me
and accepted by the State of Kenucky for permanent maintenance.
or in retary, gave the convention the
five year plan of the An electric elevator carries visitors to the top of the mopument where has been no immunization,
The fir'
of expressing my heartfelt thanks to you. Your kindness
means
prothe
due
to
that
distant views, said to be "next in beauty to Lookout Mountain," may remote sections of counties where ,prophecy
Soviet Union was inaugurated be seen. The wooded park of twenty
acres afford a restful retreat and immunization has been stead- gram of the past, a glorious fube remembered by me.
will
always
t. 1, 1928.
pleasant picnic grounds.
fastly refused or neglected by ture awaited Kentucky Baptists
A typical infantry division was parents. Practically all deaths in missionary work. Dr. W. C.
supplied with 700 miles oil tele- have been of children who have Boone, Louisville, was elected
To those who saw fit to support my honorable opponent I
phone wire when it went into not been immunized. All of this executive secretary to succeed
combat.
have only the kindest of feeling awl earnestly ask your cooperapoints still more strongly to the Dr. Black. He will begin Jano f immunizatiott uary 1.
importance
tion in making a successful office holder in our county.
The convention voted to bring
against diphtheria, not only to
work
un-.
of
Baptist
all
phases
prevent cases but to lessen the
der direction and supervision of
number of deaths.
Parents cam make a large the Baptist State Board of Misstopping sions, which is composed of rewl felt all fagged out, just contribution toward
drugged around, worried continu- this dangerous rise in diphtheria, presentatives from every assoously about my bowels. Couldn't
ciation in the State.
get any REAL action. My stomach not only by having their chilRev. H. G. M. Hatler has servfelt like it carried TEN meals in- dren immunized, particularly
stead of one. Usually felt blown children under 5 years of age, ed as a member of the Baptist
up with gas until I was hardly fit
State Board and was active durto hold my job. Tried nearly but by watching them for any ing the association in many of
everything. Nothing seemed to signs of illness which might
its business proceedings.
work Just right. Then I got a be diphtheria.
rut_
bottle of PRU-LAX. Its simple
If a child complains of feeling
action amazed me, and my bowels
started to function, gas pains are tired, has a slight headache, Dismounting
Aire s—(oP)—Argengoue, feel like a different person." seems to have a little fever and
Buenos
If you're constipated, don't wait, complains of a sore throat, he tinkt, a nation that loves its polo
CORN ETTEN
get PRU-LAX right now. Caution:
and with extenUse this or any laxative only as should be separated immediately and horse racing,
STATIONERS
directed. MONEY BACK if not from the other children and put sive farm areas, has almost one
dell^hted with results. Get PRU- to bed. Such complaints Are million less horses than it had
Hopkinsville
708 S. Main St.
N today.
even more significient when eight years ago. The Department
WALKERS DRUG STORE
there have been other cases of of Statistics, in releasing comparative livestock population figdiphtheria in the community.
Of course a physician should ures, offered no explanation of
be called immediately to see the the decline.
child. If the home should be located in a rural community, particularly a remote rural community, where it may be difficult to
get a physician, the patient
should be taken immediately to
a physician. Where this is necessary the patient should be adequately clothed and wrapped
for warmth.
See our new line of
The patient should be transcoats, including Chesterported in a private car and
fields and Fancy Coats —
handled entirely by the parents.
Upon arrival at the doctor's ofin black, brown and other
fice, the patient should not be
colors.
taken into a waiting room
Paducah Granite
where are several other people
Marble, Stone Co.
including children. The patient
\/
should be kept in the car and
402 South 3rd Street
Three piece suits in all
L.+
the physician contacted so he
Paducah, Kentucky
colors and sizes.
may indicate where he wants the
Phone 799
for examination
child taken
and treatment.

atler Active
At Baptist Meet

axsuott
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Announcing
our appointment as a

See our dresses, too —
and the new line of hats
— every one to match
with one of our coats,
suits or dresses.

HOTPOINT
SELECTIVE DEALER
APPLIANCES
THE COMPLETE LINE OF HOTPOINT HOME
We are proud to have secured a franchise for the nationally famous line
o t electric appliances— HOTPOINT.
The name HOTPOINT has been famous for 40 years as a symbol of
electriquality and dependability in
cal home equipment.
be
With our appointment, W

We look forward to
the day when we
will have available
for delivery to you
the following Hotpoint Appliances

Next
come headquarters for "Your
Kitchen Center"—a plan that enables
kitchen
you to own a complete electric
to
on convenient terms. We invite you
plans
kitchen
25
of
series
a
Inspect
already available, and to consult with
your
us on a suitable kitchen plan for
home.

Electric Ranges
Refrigerators
combination Refrigerators
Electric Water Hitatlirii
Horns Free:ere
Walibers
Automatic Washers

Dryers
Ironton'
Garbage Disposalls
Dielnesehers
Cabinet Sinks
Electric Sinks
Cabinets

In millions of homes, thankful prayers
are said for the privilege of living and
working in, and fighting for, a land
which is free.
If, at the family gathering, our products
are included to add cheer to the occasion, we shall be grateful—for we
also know that only in a land which is
free, 6nd teeming with the bounties of Nature, could we be permitted to share
in this Thanksgiving.

40 Years Experience
HOTPOINT Dependability Assured by
Visit our store today before you buy.

Co.
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t Electr
PruetCONTR
&
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Elroy and Mrs. Bess Williams,
By Dorothy Brasher
Miss Georgia Boaz has been of Princeton.
Mrs. W. M. Young, •Mrs. Luke
spending a few days with her
aunt, Mrs. Jennie Boaz, of Quertermous, Mrs. Charles T.
Taylor, Mrs. J. E. Hillyard,
Dygusburg.
and Mrs. Sam Howerton were in
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore, of
Paducah Monday.
Princeton, were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Ward
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore Sunare here visiting Mr. Ward's
day.
mother, Mrs. N. T. Ward. Mr.
Dinner guests of Miss Gladys Ward has just been discharged
Ruth Moore at the home of • her from the Army and Mrs. Ward
parents last Wednesday night has been living in Louisville.
were Miss Gertrude Richie and
Sgt. "Bill" Moore is now at
Miss Viva Dale Martin, of Prin- home with his parents after
ceton, and Miss Hazel Fuller being discharged from the U. S.
and Miss Dorothy Brasher, of Army. Bill
spent 31
/
2 years in the
Fredonia.
Army.
Mrs. T. R. Feagan who underMrs. Joseph Parr and daughwent an operation at the Baptist ter, Dorothy, have
taken an
Hospital in Memphis, Tenn., is apartment at the home of
Miss
reported to be recovering.
Georgia Boaz.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and daughter, Mrs. Luke Quer- . W. Moore Sunday were Mr.
termous attended a
football and Mrs. Arnold Burklou and
game at the Columbia Military sons, of Evansville, and Mr. PRINCIPALS, ADVISERS FOR ATOMIC BOMB, TALKS — Principals and their advisers who
Academy_ in Columbia, Tenn., and Mrs. Frank Hunt of. Marion. conducted discussion of control of atomic bomb, gather at White House, in cabinet room, after
Priclay.
„F.r9nt —BrAish Prime Minister Clement Attlee, Presi-Innotinehrt+their -1164.510n. Leto
Mrs. G. F. Whitt has gone to
Real;
L. Rowan, Attlee secretary;
dent Truman, Canadian Prime Minister MacKeri zte
St. Louis to meet her husband Knittin's Not
Dr. Vannevar Bush, U. S. expert; Maj. Gen. E. I. Jacob, British expert; Rep. Eaton (R-NJ): Sen.
who is being discharged from the
Suva, Fiji—(R)-- The women McMahon (D-Conn); Canadian Ambassador Les ter B. Pearson; Secretary of State James F.
of Fiji's Knitting and Sewing Byrnes; Rep. Bloom (D-NY); Adm. William D. Leahy. (AP Wirephoto)
U. S. Coast Guard.
Miss Imogene and Mr. Seth Circle did not stop their good
Wiggington were guests of Mr. work with the end of the war. A
Tune Boom
and Mrs. George Long, of Crayne, case of 300 garments was disLondon—(iP)—Good music is
Sunday. Mr. Long was reported patched to the Lord Mayor of
booming
in England. The 51st
London
for
distribution
to
war
seriously ill.
Promenade season at the Royal
Guests of Mrs. J. E. Hillyard victims recently and a second
Dottie Dean and Bob Taylor
Saturday were Mrs. W. H. Mc- case is now half ready.
Albert Hall here ended after 49
Reporters
concerts which more than 300,000
persons attended. The great hall
B. H. S's Thanksgiving pep
was sold out every night. London
chapel was held Wednsday, Nov.
recently had the unprecedented
21, with silver footballs being
experience of three ballet comawarded the queen, Lucy Thomppanies all playing to capacity.
son, and the seniors; Captain
Edsel Nall, Jimmy Butler, Ralph
Legend has it that a relative
Martin, Hoy Nichols, Hershell
of Moses named Bezalel was one
and Burnell Whitsett. Gene Coof the men who built the Taberley, a Junior, was also awarded
nacle and helped to make all its
Elk Brand work garments are as a football.
• • •
religious objects of metal and
sturdy and rugged as an Elk.
wood, although no credit for the
Butlers senior cheer leader,
Tabernacle went to him.
They are welkbuilt, strongly Roberta Dalzell, will complete

stitched, durable, and made
from a full cut pattern to give
room and comfort.
We are working full time in
order to get our popular Elk
Brand work garments on the
shelves of yotar favorite
merchant.

ELK BRAND
SHIRT AND OVERALL COMPANY
Incorporated
HOPKINSVILLE

•

KENTUCKY

120 Acres - 11
/
2 miles E. of Friendship School
6 Rooms - New Dwelling
Modern conveniences Water & Bath Room -

Nice out bldgs. - including Brooder House and
large Chicken House - Farm can be purchased
with crop and tools - Priced for quick sale.

her fifth year as cheer leader
when the season ends. As a token of respect and gratitude, the
other cheerleaders presented her
with a silver football.
• • •
Among the many visitors and
former football players, was
Jimmy Pickens, last year's captain who made an impressive
talk to the team and students.
• • •

The word kosher
chickens in 2 years.
means "fir
Glen Menser, Dawson Springs, or "proper" and is derived
from
a
$189.88
on
the
book
of
uf
profit
Esther in the
made a
Bible.
season
this
The
pigs
art
of using
litter of nine
veneer date'
and in four years has had an back to the earliest days of cis,
$830.
ilization.
totaling
income
Members 0 4-H clubs earn
as they learn, says County Agent
H. W. Whittenburg in a report
of prize-winning boys and girls
in Hopkins county.
Fred Davis, Earlington, took
in $1,101 from his flock of
chickens, $673 of which was
profit.
Nice 6-room dwelling — Locust street.
Theodore DeMoss, St. Charles,
had an income of $240 from a
Furnace and other modern conveniences.
small flock of sheep.
In five years Howard Atkinson, White Plains, has had an
income of $1,749 from beef
calves.
Another White Plains boy,
Real Estate & Insurance
William Crafton, has taken in
$742 from garden products and

4-H'ers Earn
As They Learn

JOHN E. YOUNG,Agt

WIFE CHOOSES BOY FRIEND
—Tired but happy, Mrs. Eleanor Deveny, (above), 24-yearold mother of two, who ran
Butler's capable librarian Mrs. away with Ellsworth (SonnyMcKee Thompson, has announc- Boy) Wisecraver returned to
ed that more than 1000 books
Los Angeles with the anwere checked out in October.
nouncement she'll not go back
The library has received part
to her husband Cpl. John Deof the annual shipment of books,
veny, who is with the Army
including biographies of Woodrow Wilson, Pearl S. Buck, Pat- in Japan. She described Wiserick Henry and Nathan Hale. carver, who is 16, as a "dream
"Here is Alaska" by Evelyn man", adding "I'd like to take
care of him the reest of my
Stefanson. and "People's of the
U. S. S. R." by A. L Strong life. (AP Wirephoto)
will interest Junior High students. It has been acknowledged
Butler has one of the best equipped libraries in Western Kenti3ky.
• • •
ob Taylor and Houston Hatler attended the Vanderbilt-Ala
bama game, at Nashville, Saturday.
• • •
The annual Junior Red Cross
drive, when counted Monday,
had reached $25 in donations
by students. It is expected to
total $50 when it ends Wednesday.
• • •
Coach Goodaker, of the Butler Tigers, expect a successful
basketball team this coming
season. The team will have only
four of the first ten from last
year's squad. Coach Goodaker
also stated his team would meet
much stiffer competition this
season. First practice will be
held Monday.
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owing is the
r Negro far

Breakiast
Lunch
Dinner
Ice Box Snack

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern life with its hurry and worry,
irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—its risk of exposure and infeetion—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fail to alter exc.' acid
and other impurities from ths
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache, dizziness', getting up nights,
leg pain., •welling—feel constantly
tired, nervous. all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Done's Pith. Doan's help the
kidneys to paas off harmful excess body
waste. They have had more than hall a
century eif public approval. Are recany
mended Ly grateful users everywhereAsk your weight's.,1

Ef
Assist N
en High

In milk are the carbohydrates and the fats which provide the
body with fuel to carry on the endless activity of today's wartime
living. For health plus real enjoyment try a tall glass of our
milk. Your best drink of any time for energy and cool comfort.

Lioneo
1

Most intelligent birds are parrots and crows.

That we have Freedom and Honor...and the
ability to preserve the things worth fighting for ... is

In the name of the living, and of the dead,

In the name of the dead—locked deep in sleep

And of those unborn—Lord, bless the bread

Under alien earth—give us strength to keep

Of brotherhood that now we break
In gratitude for thy sweet sake.

Untarnished their dear-bought legacy,
The brave, bright armor of liberty.

n(ofe$ti wed
of ths Ken

ttittinetIOfl
evy

lisped.

worthy of our deepest thanks. And that the spirit of
the Brotherhood of Man shalkbecome a meaningful
reality is our ardent Thanksgiving wish.

truc

In the name of the living—we thank Thee,Lord,
.For
t. deliverance from flame and sword;
For loved ones spared; for the task well done;

And for the unborn—Lord, we lift a prayer
Vol. a wiser world where we all may share
A lasting amity with men.

For the battle fought—and the victory won.

We thank Thee, Lord, for peace. Amen.
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ege's Efforts

Assist Negroes
n High Praise

Russian Exhibits
To Tour Country

New York—VP')--panels and
enlarged texts uxplaining the
governmental wake-up of the
Soviet Union's 16 republics and
the part they played in the war
College of
w the Kentucky
on exhibit at Manhattan's AmeriEconomics
Home
and
tare
can Museum of Natural History
'ping Negro families is re- later will
go on nation-wide tour.
S.
the
U.
of
report
•rt a
The National Council of AntedAgriculture
on
ent of
the
can diSoviet Friendship compiled
um work among Negroes
splay. It includes more than
e South.
100 integrated panels. Charts
specialists
and
agents
unty
show how the separate republics
State Experiment Station,"
with are fused into
i
one nation.
"meeting
says,
port
men
and
wofarm
Kentucky.
'dee of
pro1. A year-round garden to
in each county, set up
for both adult farmers provide a supply of fresh vege4.li club members. These tables and to have ample vege• programs were stripped tables for canning, drying and
unnecessary expense of storing.
2. Supply of poultry and eggs
capital or guesswork and
lined to operate within for home use.
dividual farmer's resources
3. Hogs for home supply of
er on a large acreage or pork and pork products.
4. Cows to provide adequate
• a rural family has only
nitre acres. The object supply :Ad milk,and dairy proto raihe the standard of ducts for home use.
5. Cereal grains for feed for
of each family and therebilize our farm population. family and livestock.
6. Grasses and legumes for pasder the guidance of county
ome agents, farm families ture, hog, and soil improvement.
7. Tobacco for cash crop, inagain broken all previous
of production of food cidental farm expenditures, and
ther crops vital in our war family maintenance.
11. Surplus of poultry and
owing is the program set dairy products and hogs to be
r Negro farm families in solid to aid in meeting war
production goals.

F
ed
0A/L,
4.,,&•'i of POISON
MA. Yrtall neut. Bambara, Heat.
Mee,
alewoolto
or
Cbiteer
St a.
sr Jere, Itch, Tired Sweaty
A swami, awaking hallow. Peal
webers WM or by malt Ina*

isms, Swum. Ma.

Historic Cavite Base
Takes To The Air

•

Cavite, Philippines—(JP)—For
the first time in its turbulent
four-century history this naval
base no longer plays host to the
ships of the power dominating
the Philippines.
Its wharves and shipyards
wrecked by Air raids during the
war, Cavite has taken to the air
age. It is the terminus of the
daily Naval Air Transport service across the Pacific to San
Francisco.

Phone U
Prineetol. Hy.
0000000uoia.114.1101SMININIft

proposed 20 per cent increase for
white collar workers was not
enough. The American Federation of Government Employes
(AFL) suggested a 24 per cent
hike; the United Federal Workers CIO) recommended 30 per
cent—as is being sought by many
of the estimated 1,140,000 federal
employes who 'would be outside
the category affected by the proposed raises.
The Natioxial •Federation of
Federal Employes (not afftliate
with AFL or CIO) said 20 per
cent was not enough but mentioned no alternate figure.
PEARL HARBOR PROBE OPENS —First witnesses Col. Bernard Thielen, (standing left, hand upraised) and Rear Adm. T.
Inglis (standing right, hand upraised), are sworn in as Pearl Harbor probe opens before joint Congressional committee. Committeemen are (1 to r), Sen. Ferguson (white hair, left of Inglis), Sen. Brewster (behind Inglis hand), Sen. Lucas, Sen. George,
Sen. Barkley (behind cameraman, hand upraised giving oath.) Maj. Gen. Walter C. Short, Hawaiian army commander of 1941,
watches (extreme left center, light suit, back to camera). (AP Wirephoto)

Turkey is the only country in
the world known to have deposits
of meerchaum, a fine white claylike material mined chiefly for
tobacco pipes.

What It Means-

Government Pay Hikes Would Cost $415,5700,000

Harvard University, first collegiate foundation in the United
By .I. Frank Tragic
States, was founded in 1636.
Washington—President TruThe first International Labor
Conference was held in Washing- man's suggested pay raise for
ton, D. C., in 1919.
federal workers would increase
t h e government's
peacetime
payroll obligations an estimated
$415,570,000 a year.
But the federal payroll for
persons in the proposed pay raise
category still would be a billion
dollars a year less than it was
on July 31, 1945, for there were
were more government employes
then and overtime pay rates still
were in effect.
The President's recommendation would affect government
employes from office boy to chief
justice.
Mr. Truman would raise the
salaries of most white collar
workers by 20 per cent; but certain professional, scientific and
administrative personnel might

Seed Cleanin

Although the war is over Uncle Sam

` Need'a 1

needs waste greases for many uses. So keep

LAXATIVE?

saving grease, and call in your dead stock

Stack-Draught Is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always amottowdeal

to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove al(dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morganfield, Ky., Phone 239.
Thanking you in advance,

earn a maximum of $15,000 a setups. Thest expected groups in- persons would be approximately
year instead of $9,800.
dude principally certain civilian $2,414,900,000 as of June 30, 1946,
the commission figures. This
Cabinet Included
employes of the War and Navy
would compare with a total paySalaries of cabinet members
Department;
of
some
power
projroll for 1,221,000 persons in this
would be increased from $15,000
eects,
such
as
TVA;
of
the
FBI,
category of $3,565,300,000 as of
to 25,000 a year; undersecretawhose employes are not subject July 31, 1945-7-which included
ries' and the solicitor general's
to
Civil
Service,
and
virtually
overtime payments.
from $10,000 to $20,000. Assistant
all those connected with the Pos- s The estimated cost of. the 20
secretaries, assistant attorneys
tal Service. In general, workers per. cent increase in the basic
general and assistant postmasters
employed outside the continental rates of these 860,000 workers
general, who now receive from
United States would not be af- would total about $403,000 a year.
$9,000 to $12,000 annually, would
fected.
Reclassification Proposed
receive $17,500.
Total Given
Estimated annual cost of the
Heads of independent agencies
The total payroll, including other proposed raises:
and members of independent
the proposed raise, of the 860,000 New classification which would.
boards, whose salaries range from
permit certain professional, scien$9,000 to $12,000, would receive
tific and administrative personnel
$17,500 or $20,000, as determined
to earn up to $15,000 a year—
by the President.
$3,000,000.
Congressmen—Double
Heads and assistant heads of
Salaries of members of the
executive departments-11,40014House and Senate would be dou000.
bled—from $10,000 to $20,000 a
Members of Congress—$5,320,year; those of the vice president
000.
and the speaker of the House
Judges—$2,850,000.
would be raised from $15,000 to
Total-1415,570,000.
$25,000.
Justification for the proposed
The following increases would
increases, says Civil Service Combe effective for members of the
missioner Arthur S. Flemming, is
federal judiciary:
to compensate workers for inChief justice of the suprgme
creased living costs and "to make
court, from $20,500 to $30,500; asthe United States government
sociate justices of the supceme
stand out as one of the most
court, from $2,000 to $30,000;
progressive employers in the najudges of the circuit courts of aption, and thus attrabt to its serpeals, court of claims and court
vice and hold in its service perof customs and patent appeals,
sons of outstanding qualififrom $12,000 to $22,500.
cations.'
Chief justice of the district
More Wanted
court•for the District of ColumSpokesmen for federal worker
bia, from $10,500 to $20,500;
judges of Puerto Rico, Hawaii
and Alaska exercising federal
jurisdiction, and judges of the
customs court, from $10,000 to
$20,000.
Payroll Slimmer
In estimating the cost of the
proposed raises, the Civil Service Commission assumed that
the total federal employment
within the continental limits of
the United States would be approximately 2,000,000 in June 30,
1946—a decrease of about 900,000
from V-J Day.
Of these 2,000,000 employes,
about 860,000 would be affected
by the increases. The othed 1,STATIONERS
140,000 would not be affected be- 708 S. Main St.
Hopkinsville
cause they have their own wage

on your red points; save
them for occasions when
needed most.
There are plenty of pointfree foods to provide wellbalanced diets including
our delicious Creamed
Cottage Cheese, which contains all the tissue-building
proteins of meat.
For good health and real
enjoyment, phone 161 for
a tempting, fresh carton
deliverea to your door.

Does the gasoline you use give protection
to these Upper-Cylinder parts?

Did you ever
try to pass
a...

rLISTINIO LISA URGIO..AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO....IVRY MONDAY

Kentucky's Highways
Were Not Built for
20-Ton Trucks
It Is reported that the commercial crocking
interests will endeavor to have the nest session

of the Kernacky Legislature pass a permanent
.Irmr audtorMing the operation of truck trailer
combinations weighing twenty tons.
I Heavy trucks, when grinding slowly uphill,
leaped* all traffic because of the difficulty and
danger of passing. A fast-moving 40,000 pound
truck, whether on a down-grade or on a narrow
level road, is a positive menace to all other
traffic. The book "Kentucky: Designs for Her
Future," recently issued tinder if* auspices of
the University of Kentucky, thus aptly expresses
the views of the operators of all motor vehicles
— whether busses, trucks or automobiles: "Few
experienced drivers relish the prospect of encountering 'highway trains' on a narrow, slipIvry, double switch-back curve." The danger
zad inconvenience in the day tins* is increased
many fold at night.
According to the Good Itoods Federation the
10,000 miles of highwaY1 La she
Kentucky
State
of
miles
,highway System include only 2,100
nightypit surfacing and there are 8,200 miles of
road less than 20 feet wide and 3,200, miles less
than is feet wide with 16,000 places where

sight ahead is restricted by sharp curves or other
obstructions. The facts are graphically portrayed in the following statement in the book
"Kentucky: Designs for Her Future": "Her
(Ksintudty's) standing in high-type surfacing is
,relatively low,— next to the bottom per unit of
'population."
miles
Jo the County Road System, of 47,000 roads,
mud
there are 27.690 miles of unsurfaced,support
the
and the remainder cannot properly
18,000 pound trucks which were permitted beKentucky's
that
fact
is
fore the war. The simple
highways, consisting so largely of narrow, winding, hilly roads, were not built for 20-100
vehicles.
All commercial trucks in a normal year pay
only about 1600,000 in gasoline and license
taxes. That is less than 59i., of the total high, way taxes paid by the pubic and is also less
than that part of railroad property taxes that is
To
used for highway purposes in this
permit the operation. of 20-ton trucks Is as
as
transportation
of
unfair to competing forms
it is unreasonable from the standpoint of the
capacity and character of the highway!.
Protection of the safety and convenience of
the operators of passenger cars and of trucks
of reasonable sire, preservation.of the highways
and due regard for the taxpayers who build and
maintain those highways— all unite with simple
fairness to competing forms of transportation in
requiring that reasonable limitations be imposed
upon the instrumentalities that use public property for private profit.

i

the
,This outrage b puitlithed by the Kentucky Railroad Assoriatlem. Is additio* to &come taxes
which approx.
numnatis IN•normalyear pay he this stale man awn $3,000,000 he property taxes, of
lustily $2,100,000 is nod fir abode and more than *80(400°f.? wino roods and eity sem"

The New DI Protects
these parts...Because it a
Lubricating Motor Fuel
A coop that actually
helps you wash smooth:flea/ Into your skin. Its creamy
lather is to sixtra rich in lanolin It
helps maintain oil balance, banishes nos of dryness, en-

That is the big plus advantage in New D-X! It provides
—in the gasoline—a high heat-resisting lubricant which
protects the parts of your engine subject to the greatest wear. This extra feature costs you nothing extra.
In addition, New D-X provides high anti-knock,
mileage, power, quick-starting. Try New D-X or D-X
Ethyl on a money-back guarantee at any D-X Station.

courages satiny smoothness. 3 cokes for

50c

Engine Paits Protected
hy the Special lubricant
Blended into Ill Motor Fuel
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6 Kentucky Towns
Get federal Loans
Streets,
Lucian McKinney, 20, seaman,
first class, USNR, has been assigned to duty on the USS Princeton, and is in training at Newport, R. I. McKenney, husband of
the former Pauline Sedberry, has
served 20 months in the American and Asiatic-Pacific theaters
and wears five combat stars. He
is a former employe of Princeton
Hosiery Mills.

James W. Dobbins, USN
Honorably Discharged

James W. Dobbins, PHM3c (T), REPLACES HALSEY — The
has been honorably discharged Navy announced in Washingfrom the Navy at Great Lakes, ton the assignment of Rear
Adm. Howard F. Kingman
Ill.
(above), to replace Admiral
William, P. Halsey, Jr.. as comTwit More Caldwell Men
mander o f the third fleet.
Gets Final Service Papers
T-5 Newton T. Ward, Fredonia, Rear Adm. Kingman's home
Route 4, and Pfc Glenn Bright, is in Chevy Chase, Md. (AP
among Wirephoto)
McNary street, were
Kentucky men honorably discharged from the Army at Ft. and will report to Louisville at
the end of his furlough for
Knox last week,
further assignment.

Young Vinson, USN, At
Home Visiting Parents

Two More Get Army
Young Vinson, USN, son of Mr. Discharges At Ft. Knox

Robert T. Nuckols, USN
Home On Furlough

ARM2-c Robert T. Nuckols,
USN, arrived Sunday for a 30day furlough with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Nuckols,
Highland Avenue. He has been
on Tinian the last eight months,
has been in the Navy 3 years,

Seminary St. All modern congarage
veniences including
and nice lot. See H. R. Campbell, 403 Maple Ave., or phone
2tp
647.

Projects Include
Sewers, Water Improvements

Lucian McKinney Now
On USS Princeton

and Mrs. Mack Vinson, Marion
Road, is home on furlough. Vinson has been in the Navy the last
5 years, and has spent part of
that time in the South Pacific,
serving on the USS Saratoga.

FOR SALE: Home at 422 S. BUY Berlou Mothspray today

Pic Oscar H. Gray, Garrett
street, and T-5 Francis Cunningham, Good street, were among
Kentucky men discharged at Ft.
Knox last week.

Pfc William H. Vinson
Serving In Philippines
Pfc William H. Vinson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Vinson,
Fredonia, Route 1, arrived October 1 in Manila, P. I., and is now
stationed at the San Carlos Repatriation Camp, where he
works in the Motor Pool. His
wife, Viola, and their two chil-

Berlou guarantees to
pr
moth damage, or will pa
the damage. Walker's
Dr

and protect your fine clothes, MEN'S and boy's dress ox
Federated Store.
furniture and rugs for 5 years.

FOR SALE—Baby buggy; large
(By Associated Press)
size; slightly used; all steel
Washington — T h e Federal
It
frame. Call 428.
Works Agency has announced
it had approvOd loans, totalling,
house;
FOR SALE — 4-room
$22,685 to six Kentucky muniplenty fruit; 38 A. fine farm
cipalities to cover planning costs
lands; 15-year mineral lease.
improvements
reprefor public
Barney Wilson. Fredonia, Ky.
senting a local outlay of 068,ltp
996.
Let's give thanks that we are a folio
WANTED—Saw Mill on my proThe "planning loans", which
perty; 4 months free rent.
will be used for architectural
people.
Barney Wilson. Fredonia, Ky.
and engineering work on the
ltp
municipal projects, are to be reLet's give thanks that we are helpinc
paid when construction starts,
FOR SALE—One two-piece baby
people.
but F'WA charges no interest.
fox fur; one ladies' genuine
The cost of construction in each
with genuine mink collar; one
Let's give thanks for the plentifulne
case is borne by the municipalman's overcoat; one man's suit;
land.
ity.
all in first class condition. See
The cities and projects, with
Mrs. Portman, Henrietta Apts.
Let's give thanks for the steadfastn e
cost of the project and the govltp
ernment loan in each case are:
war workers.
MAN OR WOMAN WANTED—
Leitchfield, street paving and
in
plays
Lair,
4,
Harlan
—
THANKSGIVINO
full or part time for Ralpigh.
storm sewers, cost $107,700, loan CHRISTMAS ON
Let's give thanks for the Peace-aead!
Ill., apparently unaware
No experiece necessary. Sales
$4,000; Georgetown, sewage dis- his bed in his farm home in Linwood,
rare
lymphatic leukemia, a
easy to make and profits large.
posal plants, cost $80,896, loan that he is suffering from the dread
Christmas. His parents,
Start immediately. Write Ral$3,695; Raceland, gymnasium ad- blood disease and may not live until
Christmas with all the
dition to high school, cost $63,- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lair, planned a
The famous King Tutenkarnon
Wirephoto)
000, loan $1,800; Owensboro, trimmings, Thanksgiving Day. (AP
("Tut" to Americans) whose
municipal swimming pool and
tomb was investigated in 1022,
U. K. Man Reelected By
bathhouse, cost $119,400, loan Card Of Thanks
Children's Group
Crippled
is thought to have been about 12
sinour
express
to
wish
We
$4,500.
Bart N. Peak, secretary of the when he was crowned.
gratitude
deep
Russellville (two loans), water cere thanks and
University of Kentucky YMCA,
storage and pumping station, to neighbors and friends who has been reelected president of
sympathetic
cost $122,000, loan $4,000, and were so kind and
the Kentucky Society for Cripbereavement,
water treatment plant improve- during our recent
pled Children. Mr. Peak holds
our loved one, Mrs.
ments, cost $25,000, loan $700; the death of
the A.B. and LL.B. degrees from
Stone Lamb. Especially
Vera
Versailles (three projects), watthe University of Kentucky.
we thank the Rev. A. D.
er storage and distribution sys- do
have been trying times. A nation at war has many probSmith, the choir for the beautitem improvements, cost $38,000,
rendered, and Masonic Meeting
ful numbers
lems; many hardships; many complications to go through;
loan $2,100; sewage plant imfriends for the lovely floral
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
provements, sewer and incinerashortages of material and help that render the usual prompt sertribute. May God so comfort a called meeting 7 p.m. Saturday
tor, cost $29,000, loan'$1,670, and you in your dark hours of grief.
November 24th, 1945 to confer
vice impossible, but in the long view we have a hope of continued
park shelter house, cost $4,000,
W. F. Lamb
the second degree. Brothers take
loan $220.
Liberty,
Freedom of Religion, of the rights and privileges that beElizabeth Blackburn
notice.
The Stone Family
long to a free people.
Ira C. Glover, Master
dren reside on Route 4, Fre‘
G. W. Towery, Secretary
donia. His brother, George F.,
is a S-Sgt in the Air Corps,
Executrix Notice
our considerate attitude during the present emergency reflects
and is awaiting discharge after
All persons knowing themu' great pride and satisfaction to the employees of our orcompleting 40 missions in the selves indebted to the estate of
Southwest Pacific.
ganization and we pause at this time to extend our sincere appreMrs. Heloise Hunter, deceased,
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Fredonia Soldier Is
Discharged At Ft. Knox
Pfc William -T. Kinnis, Fredonia, Route 4 and Sgt. William
R. Hollowell, N. Cave street,
were among the enlisted men
discharged from Ft. Knox Separation Center last week.

Earl Young, member of the
Merchant Marines, arrived Sunday for a 30-day furlough with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Young, Route 1. He recently returned from Italy.

we are grateful. While it has made the job pleasanter, it has not
given us any smug satisfaction with what has been accomplished.
Rather it has increased the desire and strengthened the determination for us to do an even better job for you in the future.
Serving you during the past has been a genuine pleasure.
Yours for Victory,

Pvt. William C. Robinson
Home Visiting Parents

James W. Green, seaman, first
class, USNR, is serving aboard
the USS Earl K. Olsen with the
Pacific Fleet. He wears the
ibbons for the American, Asiaticacific and the European- African areas. His mother, Mrs. Ethel
Green, lives in Crider.

Pic Joe D. Beshear, MadisonPvt. William Claude Robinson ville street, and Charles L. Mitis on furlough visiting his par- hell, are among Kentucky enisted men honorably discharged
t the Ft. Knox Separation Center
ast week-end.

up

Claude Robinson
Hopkinsville Rd.

Coast Guard Photo

Pfc Joe D. Beshear And
Pfc Chas. L. Mitchell Out

on beh
drive
without c
12 Noon a
ammed
mg we
ter
and
ious t
Is mann
and
tag th
Navy,
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co-operation and understanding of the conditions under
your
ul which we have been working has encouraged us. For this

With Pacific Fleet

Earl Young Arrives
Home On Furlough

• 's rail

ciation for your spirit of co-operation; the friendly association
you have enabled us to maintain and the good business you have
seen to fit to send our way.

will please come forward and
pay on or before December /,
1945, and all persons having
claims against the said estate
will present them promptly for
payment.
RITA CARTWRIGHT,
Executrix. 3tc

ents, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude
B. G. Wadlington, USN
Robinson, Hopkinsville street.
Discharged From Navy
He is being transferred from Ft.
B. G. Wadlington, SM3C, Route McClelland, Ala.
to
Camp
3, was among the persons dis- Pickett, Va.
charged from the Great Lakes
Naval Separation Center last
James W. Green Serving
week.
The self-lifting tractor Is now a reality. It rises any height, up
to four Inches, virtuallyi drawing Itself up "by Its own bootstraps."
The lifting operation Is accomplished by placing light tubular frames
beneath the axles, connecting the rear to the two arms of a Ford.
Ferguson tractor's hydraulic linkage and lightly touching the "fingertip control" lever which Is one feature of the Ferguson System. rub
entire operation takes less than one minute.

CO-8
atury

ON A SMALL ATOLL on the road
to the Philippines. A comrade pays
his last respects to a fallen buddy
who Iles In the parched coral sands
while at home Victory Bond dollars
pave the way for aid to the here's
family.

Roger Steffan, vice-president
of the National City Bank of New
The joker has been the only York, has one of the finest colinnovation in playing cards in lections of Hawaiian stamps in
centuries.
the world.

Familiar Names an0 Familiar Faces!!
When you visit your Red Front Store ou will find many familiar names and facc
such as:
Del Monte, Heinz, Quaker, Red Cross Spaghetti and Macaroni, Kellogg's, Lady Betty
Maxwell House, Old Judge, Loving Cup, Swansdown and many other brands you ar
familiar with.
The Red Front Stores are truly thankful that every ,day they are receiving more an
more fine merchandise for your approval.
Let the Red Front Stores make your Thanksgiving a huge success.
OATMEAL SQUARE

LEOTA BELLE

COOKIES,

Sauce, 14 oz. bot. 13¢, 2 for2

bulk,

WEBSTER'S TOMATO

JUICE

No. 2 can

1

GREAT NORTHERN

BEANS, new crop, bulk, 5 lbs. 45(
Budlong Old Country Style

qt. jar

WHOLE PICKLES,
DeLURE ITALIAN STYLE

SPAGHETTI-

16 oz. jar

Only heat and serve
OLD JUDGE IRRIADIATED

for bountiful harvests, for unexampled
industrial production, for Victories that
promise a lasting peace, we may well
remember to give thanks, also, for the
fact that we are Americans.

COFFEE

1 lb. glass jar

33(

Regular or Drip Ground

LADY BETTY

30 oz. jar
MINCEMEAT
15 oz. jar 24¢
Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Jumbo Celery, Head Lettuce, Mincemeat, Fresh TOIllatOeS,
Canned Pumpkin, Cucumbers, Bell Peppers, Radishes, Cauliflower, Shrimp, Carrots, Pe
Canned Asparagus, Green Beans etc.

The spirit of the nation has made possible its achievements.
Only as we seek, in all humility, to deserve our good fortune, can the Amer-

FRESH, CRISP AND GREEN

LARGE 368 SIZE

CUCUMBERS,

(
LEMONS (extra special) doz. 19

pound

Red, Golden Delicious or WinesaPs 11p

ica we know hope to endure.

APPLES,
SWEET SEEDLESS FLORIDA

GRAPEFRUIT,

pound

pound

RED CALIFORNIA

7(

GRAPES,

Let your Red Froc4 help you with your food problems.

tot that gap betweco

and collar, when wintry winds

blow. And—to protect that elegant Christmas tie hell be wearing.
Favorite white crepe mufflers, self•fringed or knot.fringed. Color
Interest in the canary, maroon, ten or navies. All wools, soft and
closely woven, in plaids and colors. It's going to be colder!

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

BED FRONT
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